Deaf Catholic Conference 2017— Event Report

Over a hundred people participated in our unique Deaf Catholic Conference on 20th – 23rd August. Delegates came
from all over Australia and NZ to learn and to make new connections.
John Pierce Centre’s Executive Manager, Rachel Miers said:
“JPC wanted to host this event as it had been over a decade since a gathering of this kind in Victoria and pastoral
workers for the Deaf were calling for support, recognition and for a chance to reconnect.
Looking back at the very first Deaf Catholic Conference (Canberra 1979), there was a recognition of the importance
of open communication channels and moral support for those who work alone in our field. It was obvious then, that
people who work in the Deaf Catholic communities – felt frustrated. Our 2017 conference was crucial in revisiting
this message and sparking a new energy and commitment to keeping channels open, sharing practices and
experiences and offering support to all in the Australian and New Zealand Deaf Catholic communities”
Attendees had the opportunity to discuss our faith using our language – Auslan (Australian Sign Language). We took
the opportunity to reflect on the history of our Deaf Catholic communities, we embraced today’s practices,
acknowledged the challenges we face and we explored ways to nurture the community into a future full of hope and
of a service to all.

Main Sponsors: The Gorman Foundation
and Australian Catholic Bishops
Conference

Supporter Sponsors: CCI Insurance,
Redemptorists, Australian Catholic University,
Auslan Services, Auslan Stage Left, Josephite
Sisters and Able Australia

We thank these business (run by Deaf people) for helping in making the event a success:




Briana Beath from Little Eco Cakes

Melanie Pritchard from MP Graphics
Special mention goes to Denis Fitzgerald from Catholic Social Services Victoria for his support in promoting the news
of our event and encouraging people within the network to participate.
We also acknowledge the hard working and passionate JPC staff for their vision and dedication to this event, the
volunteers who made the conference run as smoothly as possible and to the JPC Board in supporting the event.
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Over the years the Deaf Catholic Communities around Australia have occasionally held retreats in their own states and
have used these events to reflect and practice this faith using their own language, Auslan.
For this conference, the focus was on the identity is the Deaf Catholics and we wanted to continue sharing with our
Pastoral workers, members of Deaf community, stakeholders, and interpreting community. We aimed for this event to
be an enriching experience and to gain further understanding of how we can better support our community. Topics
included self-care for the pastoral worker, spirituality for the ages, embracing our calling and our journey and dealing
with grief.
The theme “Our Community of Faith - Reflect, Embrace and Nurture” gave us an opportunity to acknowledge our
unique community, see its worth, identify its needs and explore ways to encourage our faithful community to thrive.
We have left the conference feeling inspired - our spirits recharged - to continue our work and the provision of
effective services to our community.

Our event consisted of a Mass, a gala dinner and presentations by over 15 guest speakers. All presenters inspired our
delegates to continue their pastoral work with passion, dedication and motivation.



Two Key Note Speakers – Terry and Mary O’Meara (USA) - these speakers were able to attend with thanks to
Australian Catholic Bishops Conference. Terry is a founding member of the International Catholic Foundation for
Deaf Persons (ICF) and Mary is the Executive Director, Department of Special Needs Ministries in Washington.

The ICF is a movement of Communion among Deaf and hearing people from various countries brought together by the
Holy Spirit out of a common conviction that Deaf persons are called to the fullness of life in Christ’s body which is the
Church.
Terry taught us to follow the faith journey and to recognize the gifts and talents of Deaf persons and rejoice in the
contributions of all Deaf Catholics.
Mary’s message was to embrace our journey , ”From Encounter to Mission”, and to “accompany” Deaf people through
their faith journey. We learnt we have a responsibility and we must respect and be understanding and open to diversity.
We were asked the tough questions: “Do we, as a Catholic Deaf Community, foster initiatives that outwardly and actively
help those in need?”





Key note speaker Dr Breda Carty (a lecturer in Special Education at the RIDBC Renwick Centre, Sydney) shared
some insights around the demographics of the Deaf community and we discussed how the demographics are
changing…...but is our community dwindling? The research shown, explained that the numbers are growing and
that the make-up of the community is changing (for e.g.: Deaf, hearing impaired, people with cochlear, people who
became deaf later in life). This information is important to our pastoral teams as we can better tailor our services
in the future to meet the needs of the members of our communities.
We were also very lucky to have some delegates from Canberra – representing the Australian Catholic Bishops
Conference. These presenters were Patricia Mowbray (Disability Projects Officer) and Sr Helen Merrin (a
Deafblind woman who is passionate about inclusion and mutuality). They presented to the group, along with Anna
Chandler (an Education Officer for Sensory Impairments for the Diocese of Toowoomba Catholic Schools Office).

Their message focused on the importance of making all members feel included in parishes.
Their message was simple: Let us build a community in which everyone is valued. Let’s decrease isolation and increase
communication. Simply ask your parishioners - “What can we do for you?”
In addition to the presentations mentioned above, we were extremely lucky to learn from the
experts in the areas of spirituality for the aged, care of the pastoral worker, sustainability of
the Deaf Catholic communities, dealing with loss and grief, relationships, interpreting in the
Church, engaginging Deaf youth and exploring Deafhood.

“All presentations struck a chord with me and I felt a fabulous spirit and an amazing
learning experience”
(comments from feedback form ‘anonymous’)
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The selection of outstanding guest speakers who presented across a variety of topics and from
different backgrounds – ALL left our delegates with the message of HOPE for our community and its sustainability.
Coming together of pastoral workers and community members from around Australia and NZ
Our Ephpheta Lunch attracted over 100 people. (Our Ephpheta Sunday mass is a special annual mass in our
community, where we reflect on the bible story of Jesus’ meeting in the ‘deaf and dumb’ man and placing his hands
on his ears and mouth, saying “Ephpheta” meaning “be open”)
Our Gala Dinner had over 80 people from a variety of Deaf networks across the wider Victorian Deaf community. It
was a lovely time to do what Deaf people love to do best – chat and laugh! Our guest speaker for the evening was
Ramas McRae, a “Deafhood” explorer. His insights were motivating and interesting and our Deaf audience were
captivated.
The John Pierce Centre team were proud to launch the Religious Signs Project—an online library of religious Auslan
signs shown in short video clips. We believe this resource will be useful to anyone working in the Deaf Catholic
Community in Australia, from clergy, to interpreters to teachers to families.
The outstanding level of access across the event. We had Deaf, Hard of Hearing, Hearing, and Deafblind people in
attendance. JPC worked with a several interpreters and we provided materials in braille. Even a guide dog called
Miriam came! Everyone had a say and was an equal participant.

Sunday 110 – lunch, Support 4 (including Auslan
interpreters & deafblind interpreters)

We would like to acknowledge The Catholic Leadership
Centre for their services.

Monday – Conference 60, Support 10 (including Auslan
interpreters & deafblind interpreters)

The venue was modern, bright and ideal. And, the AV
equipment was outstanding.

Tuesday – Conference 52, Support 9 (including
interpreters)

The service and the food were exceptional and we were
extremely happy with the support from the CLC team
throughout the whole event.

Tuesday night Dinner – 82 people attending (including
Auslan interpreters & deafblind interpreters)
Wednesday – Conference 54, Support 7 (including
interpreters)

This event allowed us to see, first-hand, the immediate benefit gained by a gathering of pastoral worker for the Deaf and
anyone who works with Deaf,
The value of the shared experience, the new learnings gained and the passion felt behind a dedicated motivation group
of people was immeasurable
We feel positive of sustaining the Deaf Catholic Community around Australia and NZ, however we do recognise there is
a lot of work involved: we need to discover new ways to reach out to seniors as well as youth, look at how we can be
more inclusive and open to diversity, and how to support and carry our workers .
We will continue to maintain contact with other Deaf Catholic communities around the nation and in NZ and we will
explore the idea of a conference every 3 years, in different states.

“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much” Helen Keller
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Attendees of the Deaf Catholic Conference 2017

Ephpheta Sunday Lunch with Margaret
Brown, Sr Frances Caine, Rosemary
Profilio and Sr Bernadette Wallis

Dr Breda Carty (NSW) —Key
Note Speaker

Closing Mass: Maureen
Brown (VIC) , Andy Young
(VIC), Stephen Lawlor
(SYD)

NZ representatives—Rachel Marr,
Mary Fifield, Sion Owen, Felicity
Crowe

JPC staff busy planning

Terry O’Meara
(USA) - Key Note
Speaker

Conference room in action
with Deafblind interpreters

Delegates: Patricia Anderson
(VIC) and Robert Beath (SYD

Full house at the Celtic room
at Catholic Leadership Centre
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Ephpheta Sunday Special Mass at JPC in Prahran

Rachelle Stevens (VIC), Ashton JeanPierre (VIC), Patricia Mowbray (ACT),
Anna Chandler (QLD)

Syd and NZ pastoral workers

Miriam who came with Sr
Helen Merrin (Deafblind nun
from Canberra)

Mary Profilio (SYD) and Karli
Dettman (VIC)

Delegates craft project to
commemorate event

Rev Mgr Anthony J Ireland —
Opening Prayer

Christine Elder (JPC) and Mary
O’Meara (USA) - Key Note
Speaker

Fr John Hill (Chaplain JPC) and
Dennis Fitzgerald CSSV

Launch of Religious Signs
Project with Jennifer Coburn
(Deafness Foundation) and Fr
John Hill
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The Gala Dinner at Catholic Leadership Centre

MC’s Melissa and Katrina from JPC

Guest Speaker Ramas McRae

